
Bush Behavior Definition and Consequence Menu 
Teacher-Managed 
Behavior (Minor) 

Definition Examples Possible 
Consequences 

Defiance Student actively refuses to 
follow directions 

*Refuses to follow directions 
*Ignores teacher/staff  
*Walks away from teacher/staff 
*Passively avoids task 

*Fill out minor form 
*Parent contact 
*Safe seat 
*Buddy room 
*Student conference 
*Teacher assigned consequence 

Disrespect Student communicates in a 
manner that is intentionally 
unkind 

*Using negative tone 
*Talking back to teacher/staff 
*Rolling eyes at teacher/staff 
*Name-calling/teasing/excluding  
 someone 
*Stomping feet 
*Sticking out tongue 
*Being sarcastic to teacher/staff 
*Dishonest 
*Inappropriate language 

*Fill out minor form 
*Parent contact 
*Safe seat 
*Buddy room 
*Student conference 
*Teacher assigned consequence 

Disruption Student engages in 
behavior that causes an 
interruption to the learning 
environment 

*Throwing an object without intent 
to harm 
*Noises/talking without the intent 
to disrupt 
*Crawling/rolling on floor/hiding 
*Being out of seat 
*Passing notes 
 

*Fill out minor form 
*Parent contact 
*Safe seat 
*Buddy room 
*Student conference 
*Teacher assigned consequence 

Safety Issue/Physical 
Aggression 

Student engages in 
non-serious, but 
inappropriate physical 
contact, without the intent to 
harm others 

*Horseplay 
*Not using KAHFOOTY without  
 the intention of harming 
*Using threatening words (not  
 threatening physical harm) 
*Ganging up on someone 

*Fill out minor form 
*Parent contact 
*Safe seat 
*Buddy room 
*Student conference 
*Teacher assigned consequence 



*Instigating a non-violent conflict 
*Tug-of-War over an object 

Property 
Misuse/Technology 

Violation 

Student engages in 
low-intensity misuse of 
property or non-serious, but 
inappropriate use of 
electronic devices 

*Using a device without 
 without permission 
*Using someone else’s device 
 without permission 
*Being off task on the device 

*Fill out minor form 
*Parent contact 
*Safe seat 
*Buddy room 
*Student conference 
*Teacher assigned consequence 

Unprepared/Incomplete 
Homework 

Student does not complete 
schoolwork or homework 

 *Fill out minor form 
*Parent contact 
*Safe seat 
*Buddy room 
*Student conference 
*Teacher assigned consequence 

Other Student engages in any 
other minor problem 
behavior that is not listed 

 *Fill out minor form 
*Parent contact 
*Safe seat 
*Buddy room 
*Student conference 
*Teacher assigned consequence 

 
 

Office-Managed 
Behavior (Major) 

Definition Examples Possible 
Consequences 

Chronic Defiance Student actively refuses to 
follow directions or talks 
back despite multiple 
interventions 

*Actively refuses to follow 
directions 
*Verbal defiance when given a  
 direction 
 

*Principal/Student conference 
*Time in office 
*Parent contact 
*Detention 
*In-School Suspension 
*Sent home for behavior 
*Out of school suspension 



Disrespect Verbal, written, pictorial, or 
symbolic language or 
gesture that is directed at 
any person that is rude, 
vulgar, defiant, 
inappropriate, or disruptive. 

*Using profane words/gestures 
*Racial comments 
*Rolling eyes at teacher/staff 
*Being sarcastic to teacher/staff 
*Intentionally being unkind 

*Principal/Student conference 
*Time in office 
*Parent contact 
*Detention 
*In-School Suspension 
*Sent home for behavior 
*Out of school suspension 

Chronic Disruption Student engages in 
sustained behavior that 
causes an interruption to the 
learning environment 
despite multiple 
interventions, or engages is 
severe disruption 

*Throwing an object with the  
  intent to disrupt 
*Noises/talking with the intent to 
  disrupt  
*Leaving without permission 
*Being out of seat chronically 
*Repeated disruptions 
 

*Principal/Student conference 
*Time in office 
*Parent contact 
*Detention 
*In-School Suspension 
*Sent home for behavior 
*Out of school suspension 

Assault/Physical 
Aggression/Fighting 

Student is involved in 
mutual participation in an 
incident involving physical 
violence, or engages in 
actions involving serious 
physical contact with intent 
to harm 

*Not using KAHFOOTY with  
 the intent of harm 
*Throwing something with the  
  intent to harm 
*Ganging up on someone with  
  physical contact 
*Placing another person in  
  apprehension of immediate  
  physical injury 

*Principal/Student conference 
*Time in office 
*Parent contact 
*Detention 
*In-school suspension 
*Sent home for behavior 
*Out of school suspension 
*Law enforcement contacted 
*Expulsion 

Property 
Misuse/Technology 

Violation 

Student persistently 
engages in inappropriate 
use of electronic device(s), 
or uses personal devices 
without permission 

*Using a device without 
 without permission 
*Using someone else’s device 
 without permission 
*Being off task on the device 
*viewing or displaying  
  Inappropriate content 

*Confiscation 
*Restitution 
*Loss of user privileges 
*Principal/Student conference 
*Parent contact 
*Detention 
*In-school suspension 
*Out of school suspension 
*Expulsion 



 Chronic 
Unprepared/Incomplete 

Homework 

Student actively does not 
complete schoolwork or 
homework 

 *Principal/Student conference 
*Time in office 
*Parent contact 
*Detention 
 

Academic Dishonesty Misconduct related to 
academics 

*Cheating on tests or  
  assignments  
*Claiming credit for another’s 
  work  
*Unauthorized collaboration 

*Principal/Student conference 
*Time in office 
*Parent contact 
*Detention 
*Replacement assignment 
*Grade reduction 

Bullying Student repeatedly delivers 
intimidation, teasing, 
taunting, threats, or 
name-calling with intent to 
harm 

*Repeated physical actions  
  including violence 
*Oral or written taunts including 
  name-calling, put-downs,  
  extortions, or threats 
*Threats of retaliation for  
  reporting  

*Administrator investigation 
*Parent contact 
*Detention 
*In-school suspension 
*Out of school suspension 
*Expulsion 
*Reported to law enforcement 

Harassment Student use of unwelcome 
verbal, written, or symbolic 
language based on gender, 
race, color, religion, sex, 
national origin, ancestry, or 
disability 

*Racial jokes or comments 
*Unwelcome sexual advances 
*Name calling 
*Threatening, intimidating, or 
  jostile acts based on a  
  protected characteristic 

*Administrator investigation 
*Parent contact 
*Detention 
*In-school suspension 
*Out of school suspension 
*Expulsion 
*Reported to law enforcement 

Other Student engages in any 
other minor problem 
behavior that is not listed 

 *Principal/Student conference 
*Time in office 
*Parent contact 
*Detention 
*In-school suspension 
*Sent home for behavior 
*Out of school suspension 
*Law enforcement contacted 
*Expulsion 



 


